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MESSAGE FOR THE VIGIL OF PRAYER IN THE CITY OF SAO JOSE DO RIO PRETO, SAO PAULO,
BRAZIL, TRANSMITTED BY THE MOST PIOUS VIRGIN MARY, HELP OF CHRISTIANS TO THE
VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS

Let Me know your inner world, I Am You Pious Mother, the One who knows the secret corners of
your mind and of your heart.

In trust give Me that which you are and that which you have done wrong; accept in return the source
of Mercy that My Heart wants to pour as light over your being; in this way, united as only one, I
will be able to purify the stains that darken your heart and I will give it the perfect shine of a pure
heart.

Seek without delay the Divine Purity, begin day by day to observe your acts, feelings and thoughts. 
Permit that the prayer of the heart may renew your cells and atoms.  Permit that the miracle of
prayer may occur, which will be to transfigure your mistakes by means of the efforts realized.

The universe is constant harmony and equilibrium, for this seek that prayer may attune you with the
greater principles of Heaven, those principles of brotherhood that are beyond this world.  And a way
to be able to achieve this is the bridge of prayer, which will rapidly unite you to My Heart, a Heart
that waits with joy that you may unite to the fundamental principle of love.

When you can feel true love in your heart, this will be the moment in which you will be able to
begin to forgive the mistakes committed against yourself or others.  Love will always bring the
praying soul to encounter the path of forgiveness.  For this, the world of today is against the purpose
of God, because of the lack of love and of forgiveness.

In this time of crisis for all My children, I come to the aid of all of those who want to accept Me as
the Regent of their hearts and of their lives; I come to those who want to accept Me as the Universal
Mother.

The world needs urgently to live precious acts of forgiveness and of love, those that are born from
the souls that pray to the Celestial Father asking Him and clamoring for Mercy.

No child of Mine will be able to take an important step in consecration and in the emptiness of self,
without first living the path that I propose, which is the path of the prayer of the heart.   Prayer will
give you enough inner strength to love and forgive as God expects.

I do not want that your hearts offend anymore, but that they love and forgive; this will be the only
means that will permit you to seek Grace and Mercy.

The humanity of today is at the edge of the abysses and of the serious mistakes that day by day are
accumulating, those that affect that which humanity may follow in the plans of God.  Those who
accept the proposal of living in the Celestial Kingdom through sincere prayer, forgiveness and love
will be mediators together with Me before the Father for the forgiveness of your mistakes and for
Mercy for all My children.
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The hour truly indicates changing something in the depths of the consciousness; to those who have
been more instructed in the past years it will correspond to sacrifice themselves and to make more
effort, for all the brothers and sisters that do not make an effort and that not even live the path of
prayer.

And how will all of this end?

In the promise that My Immaculate Heart will bring you to the Greater Kingdom, a place beyond
this world, so that just like the Angels you may glorify and serve God.

Now is the moment of greater effort and sacrifice, to the point that you may offer to God your inner
suffering for all of humanity that does not sacrifice itself and that only accommodates itself to the
modernities.

All must be resolved from your spiritual heart, even the serious global disasters.   For this I say to
the children that do not know: we already are in the final time, we already are in the hour of
deciding which path to choose.

I will be before the two paths to help you, but the decision and the answer will be in your hearts.

Who thanks you, Who blesses you and Who loves you,

Mother Mary Help of Christians


